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Cover of the Guisachan Record Book DCM kept records from 1835 right up to 1889.
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Figure 2.1 Marjoribanks Family Tree
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Breed Development
Part A – Setting The Scene

“Advance with Courage”
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Historial Golden Retriever Sites

Figure 1.8
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Demolished

SECTION 2:

BREED DEVELOPMENT

2.1 – The Guisachan Years
“Landed gentry” is a British term given to those of a certain type and education who possess land in the form of country
estates. Gentry implies that peerage or other hereditary title is not held. The Peerage is a system of titles of nobility in the
UK. This term is used both collectively to refer to the entire body of titles, or individually to refer to a specific title. All
British honours, spring from the Sovereign, who is considered the fount of honour. A person who is not a Sovereign or a peer
is a commoner. Members of a peer’s family who are not themselves peers are also commoners.

Marjoribanks Family History

M
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in office was only short however, as he caught a chill
whilst being carried shoulder high through the streets
on winning the election. Snow was covering the ground
that day and “Charlie” tragically succumbed to the
illness. An imposing monument 70 feet high was erected
in 1834 in Charles’s honour and can still be seen today.
It is located close to the bridge at Coldstream.
Charles’s brother David Robertson (Marjoribanks)
married Mary Sarah Robertson, the daughter
of Sir Thomas Haggerston, Bart of Ellingham
Northumberland. The name of Robertson was
assumed when he succeeded to the estates of his wife’s
maternal grandfather. David Robertson was elected
MP for Berwickshire in 1859. He was made 1st Baron
Marjoribanks. Unfortunately, this title was to last only
seven days, thereby becoming the third shortest title in
British history. In 1873 David was tragically struck by
a horse and carriage when leaving his Club. Robertson
and other family members are buried in Ladykirk
Church.

of

Some of the information about the early dogs, in the
overview appearing below, has been pieced together
from information which has come to light from a
number of sources since Lord Ilchester’s famous article
on the Breed’s true origin in 1952. Prior to that time,
Golden Retriever enthusiasts had clung to a romantic
tale that the Breed started from a troupe of Russian
dogs purchased by Lord Tweedmouth at a Circus in
Brighton around 1858.
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In Victorian times, when this journey begins, it was expected that one should listen and speak in turn, not talk
continuously and one should rise to one’s feet as a sign of respect for an older person or dignitary. A true gentleman would
tip his hat to greet a lady, open doors and always walk on the outside. He should be seen and not smelled using but very
little perfume as too much is in bad taste. He could delicately kiss a lady’s hand, the forehead or at most the cheek. If one
was conversing with someone who knew less one should not lead the conversation where he could not follow. A woman could
not offer a gentleman any present at all until he had extended one to her, and then only something artistic; handmade
and inexpensive was permissible. Etiquette books concentrated on voice rather than the content, encouraging a woman to
cultivate a distinct but subdued tone.
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It was in the year 1835, that a 15 year old boy with a
passion for the arts, sport and animals named Dudley
Coutts Marjoribanks, (pronounced Marshbanks)
began a Stud Book to record the matings of his dogs.
This book was to span a period of some 55 years. The
book, which some prefer to call the Guisachan Record
Book, contains within its pages, the record of Dudley’s
carefully thought out matings. These matings were the
beginning of the development the yellow retriever. Little
would Lord Tweedmouth have known at that time,
that his Breed was to go on to become one of the most
popular and revered Breeds of dogs in the world.
Dudley Coutts Marjoribanks (hereafter DCM) was
born in 1820. He was the son of an extremely wealthy
banker, Edward of Greenlands. His father left Scotland
for London to become a junior partner in the Coutts
Bank at the age of 22. DCM’s paternal grandfather was
Edward of Lees. Another of Edward of Lees sons was
Sir John Marjoribanks. Sir John, created Baronet in
1814, was an MP for Co. Bute, Co. Berwick and was
later Lord Provost of Edinburgh. He had at least two
sons, Charles Marjoribanks and David Robertson of
Ladykirk.
Charles became the Member for Berwickshire at a
young age and was popular with the people. His time

Golden Retriever on A Path in a wooded landscape by Neils Lytzen
1853.
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It would not be until 1865, however, that our Golden
Retriever story actually begins.
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for several hundred years. One evening, William Fraser
of Culbokie gave a dinner party at Guisachan. Amongst
the guests was Sir Dudley Marjoribanks, subsequently
Lord Tweedmouth. During the course of a sumptuous
dinner Fraser said “If anyone gave me 60,000 pounds
for Guisachan I would sell it tomorrow”. “Done” came
a voice from the other end of the table. When Fraser
approached Marjoribanks the following morning to say
that his remarks of the night before were not intended
seriously and he would release him, Marjoribanks
replied. “No. A gentleman’s word is his bond” – and
the sale of the property was completed.
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DCM was elevated to the peerage in 1881. He had
several properties, the principal residence being a
beautiful home built in London named Brook House.
This is where the family lived when Parliament was
sitting. Lord Tweedmouth and his wife Isabella loved
their country estate in the Scottish Highlands. Its
name was Guisachan which means “place of the firs”.
It was located not far from Inverness and Lochness.
In the Victorian era Guisachan was described as a
show piece of aristocratic self indulgence. How Lord
and Lady Tweedmouth acquired Guisachan is rather
interesting. The story goes something like this – a
family named Fraser had owned the Guisachan estate

A picture of Nous and friends at Guisachan.This picture is in Guisachan
Record Book. Photo courtesy of The Kennel Club UK.

M

Nous was a yellow sport from two black parents.
The dog belonged to a cobbler who had been given it
by a keeper of Lord Chichester in payment of a debt.
The famous first litter by Nous was born in 1868.
The dam of this first litter, Belle, from the now extinct
Tweed Water Spaniel breed, was given to DCM by his
cousin David Robertson. Puppies from this mating
included Crocus, Primrose and Cowslip. Accurate
records of his matings were kept for many years until
1890 when DCM made his last entry in the famous
Guisachan Record Book (now safely stored in the
Kennel Club library). He died four years later thereby
handing the title on to his son Edward, 2nd Lord
Tweedmouth. His son did not keep the accurate records
that his father before him had done. However, it is
known that around the turn of the century, dogs were
still present on the estate.

et

Whilst walking with his son in Brighton Lord
Tweedmouth, then Sir Dudley Coutts Marjoribanks,
discovered a golden haired dog named Nous.

David Robertson's grave at Ladykirk Chuch.
Photo by RJM.
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It was a long journey by train from London for the
family, so it was quite fortunate that, in those days,
Parliament sat for only six months of the year. This
certainly made the long trip with his family worthwhile.
In 1908, when listed for sale, the Mansion House was
described thus: an outer entrance hall and inner hall
dining room, boudoir, drawing room, business room,

M for Marjoribanks in the gates of Guisachan.
Photo courtesy of Mrs S McGarth.

Guisachan means Place of the firs. These trees are
beside the house. Photo by RJM.
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Guisachan.
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library, banqueting hall or ballroom, conservatory,
gunroom, large schoolroom, 15 bedrooms, 5 dressing
rooms, 14 servants bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, kitchen,
serving room, scullery, baking room, boxroom, large
servants hall, stillroom, beer cellar, larder, boot knife
and lamp room, large pantry, wine cellars and a large
room with linen cupboards. Guests at Guisachan during
the Marjoribank’s time included the Duke and Duchess

Guisachan. Photo courtesy of National Trust of
Scotland.

Guisachan.

Photo permission RCAHMS.

of York, later King George V and Queen Mary, Prime
Minister Gladstone and other members of Parliament,
members of the Church, and well known artists such as
Millais, Landseer and Gourlay Steele.
In 1848 Dudley married Isabella Hogg daughter of The
Rt Hon Sir James Hogg, Registrar of the Vice Admiralty
Court (Calcutta) and Registrar of the Supreme Court at
Judicature. They named their children Mary, Edward,

Photo courtesy of National Trust of Scotland.
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Daughter Ishbel married the Earl of Aberdeen. It is
said that someone visiting Guisachan once noticed that
Ishbel was an extremely intelligent girl and tried to
encourage her father to allow her to attend University,
but DCM would hear none of it. When her husband
was Lord Lieutenant of Ireland Ishbel took up the
fight against TB, starting the Women’s National Health
Association. She was the first woman to be made an
honorary member of the British Medical Association
and the first woman to earn an honorary degree in
Canada. Lord Aberdeen also held the prestigious
position of Governor General for Canada and it was
during this time Ishbel founded the Canadian Victorian
Order of Nurses. It is known, from the pictures in
Lady Aberdeeen’s book “We Twa”, that the family also
had Goldens with them whilst they were in Canada.
After returning to Scotland Lord and Lady Aberdeen
continued to spend time at their family home, Haddo
House in Aberdeenshire. Pictures exist of a Golden
Retriever with keepers at Haddo House prior to the
turn of the century. Goldens also appear in photos of
the family at Haddo in the 1930s. The home, now
belonging to the National Trust of Scotland, is said
to be very similar to that of Guisachan in its heyday,
for both houses were decorated by the same interior
designer around the same time. A beautiful life size
painting of Ishbel can still be found in the library.
Lord and Lady Aberdeen also had a home in London
where they often entertained Prime Minister William
Gladstone with whom they had become very firm
friends.

or

Daughter Mary, whose family nickname was “Polly”
married Viscount Ridley. Amongst other posts, Lord
Ridley held the prestigious position of Home Secretary
before his retirement. A very large painting dated 1871
once hung in the dining room at Guisachan. It depicted
Mary riding her horse, Sunflower. Of particular interest
though is the Golden Retriever in one corner of the
painting which was thought to be one from the original
litter bred at Guisachan in 1868.

and put her skills to good use entertaining powerful
political figures. For a time Edward served as Chief
Whip in the Gladstone Parliament. In 1886 he was
appointed Privy Counsellor and held the position of
Parliamentary Secretary to the Treasury from 18921894. Latterly he was appointed First Lord of the
Admiralty. In 1908 he was appointed Knight of the
Thistle. Sir Winston affectionately referred to Edward
as “Uncle Teddy”. The locals from the village of
Tomich (now a heritage town, very close to Guisachan,
and originally built by Lord Tweedmouth for his estate
staff), tell stories of a young Winston visiting the estate
where he learnt to drive a car. Another story told by
locals explains how, as a young man, Winston lost his
pocket watch at Kerrow House, one of the nearby
cottages which was for some time leased out by Lord
Tweedmouth for his keepers. Fanny had a great love for
the beauty of Guisachan and a Celtic cross memorial
made from granite is dedicated to her and can be found
on the estate at the highest point of the farm. Edward
was deeply depressed when his beloved wife Fanny
died and within five years he found himself in serious
financial difficulty, passing away in 1909. In the last
few years of his life Edward found it necessary to sell
beautiful Brook House, the home his father had built in
London. The family’s beloved Guisachan was also sold
to Lord Portsmouth together with some of their ponies
and dogs. The estate remained in this family’s hands for
27 years.

M

Annie, Stewart, Ishbel, Coutts and Archie. It must have
been quite confusing for the family at times because not
only a son of Dudley’s was named Edward, but so too
were his father and his brother.

As mentioned, the 1st Lord Tweedmouth, a member
of the Liberal Parliament for Berwickshire, passed away
in March 1894. DCM is interred in a vault beside
his wife beneath a church at Kensal Green Cemetery
near London. In 1873 his son Edward married Fanny
Spencer Churchill, aunt of Sir Winston Churchill.
From the literature it appears Edward and Fanny were
powerful together and were very popular with people
from all walks of life. Fanny was also a wonderful hostess
56

Upon Edward’s death his son Dudley Churchill
Marjoribanks took over as the 3rd Lord Tweedmouth.
He and his wife, the daughter of 9th Viscount

Ishbel Marjoribanks in the library at Haddo.
Photo permission ‘The National Trust of Scotland’. Photo by RJM.
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Haddo House. Home of Lord and Lady Aberdeen.

Photo permission ‘The National Trust of Scotland’. Photo by RJM.
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It would appear that brother Coutts was a “bit of a lad”.
He was obviously a popular figure with the town’s folk
and records indicate that he was a mudlark and often
played “the cowboy” by riding his horse up the steep
steps into the Kalamalka Hotel bar and this particular
talent far outshone his talents as ranch manager, the
talent his rich family wanted him to have.
The 5th Lord Ilchester, Henry Edward Fox-Strangways,
(whose mother Amelia was sister to the 1st Lord
Tweedmouth), succeeded another uncle in the Earldom
of Ilchester in 1865. On his 21st birthday in 1868
he took his seat in the House of Lords and inherited
Holland House Estate from a distant cousin in 1874.
From 1885 until his death in 1905 he served as Lord
Lieutenant of Dorset.
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Lord Ingilby at Ripley Castle painted by Robert Frain 1872.
Photo courtesy of Lord Ingilby.

Ishbel and her daughter Lady Pentland each wrote at
least one book recording much on the family’s life and
it was reported that DCM was very angry about the
family’s financial losses in North America. It was in
1881 that Archie took with him the first two Golden
Retrievers to North America after he became Aide de
Camp for his brother-in-law Lord Aberdeen. This was
some time after his appointment as Governor General
of Canada. The first of the Goldens to make the trip
across the Atlantic was Sol and it is known that he died
in North America. The other was a bitch named Lady.
Lady later returned to England with Archie where she
had at least one litter.

or

Very little is recorded about the life of DCM’s son
Stewart for sadly he died of scarlet fever at school at
about the age of twelve. What is known is that Stewart
was Ishbel’s favourite brother and she was most upset to
be informed of his passing whilst at school. Her writings
in her book “We Twa” indicate that the 1st Lord
Tweedmouth suffered greatly, emotionally, with the
loss of his young son. Another daughter Annie passed
away in 1856, obviously living only for a short time.
Unfortunately, Lord Tweedmouth’s two youngest sons,
Coutts and Archie had no titles and were, therefore, not
in a position to marry as well as the other siblings. Each
son was set up on a ranch in North America, Archie at
the large “Rocking Chair Ranch” in Texas and Coutts
on a smaller ranch in North Dakota named “Horse Shoe
Ranch”. Their father paid the two boys 400 pounds
per annum. The family’s famous Angus Aberdeen
cattle were exported there from Scotland. Despite
their efforts and that of their sister and brother in law,

Lord and Lady Aberdeen, neither of these properties
proved profitable and became a financial drain on the
Marjoribanks family.

M

Middleton, had two daughters. However, since there
was no male heir, the Tweedmouth line became extinct.

58

Lord Tweedmouth gave Ada to Lord Ilchester. Ada
was a sister to Crocus, Cowslip and Primrose but
from a later mating. This was the beginning of the
famous Ilchester strain of Golden Retrievers. Ada’s
gravestone can still be found. For many years it was
assumed that Ada was from the original litter like
Crocus, Cowslip and Primrose but when her gravestone
was discovered this information was found to be
incorrect. A photograph of it, taken by Mrs Lucille
Sawtell (Yeo), appears in Mrs Foss’s book of Golden
Retriever Champions, and shows the year of her birth
to be 1872, that being four years after the famous
first litter. Interestingly too, Nous ceased to appear
in the Record Book after 1872. Henry’s son Giles
became the 6th Earl of Ilchester. Giles was a British
peer and philanthropist. He was educated at Eton
and Christ Church Oxford, married the daughter of
the 6th Marquis of Londonderry, Lady Helen VaneTempest-Stewart and held the positions of Trustee of
the National Gallery from 1922-1959 and Trustee of
the British Museum from 1931-1959. He and Lord
Tweedmouth’s granddaughter Lady Pentland were

BREED DEVELOPMENT

never recovered from the tragedy of losing both her
young children.

or
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The Marjoribanks dogs were jealously guarded and
were only given to family and very close friends. From
various sources in the literature, it is also known that
both Edwards, DCM’s brother and his son, both lived
at Bushey Hall (the Marjoribanks family home built
in 1865), and had a number of dogs for a time. Son
Edward was given Crocus from the first litter. It is also
known he also owned a Red Setter, Sampson, used in
the Breed’s early development. Youngest son Archie
had Sol and Lady with him in Canada. Lord and Lady
Aberdeen had yellow retrievers at Haddo House.
The Earl of Ilchester had Ada at Melbury Hall in
Dorset. David Robertson bred Belle and other Tweed
Water Spaniels at Ladykirk and David’s daughter Alicia
Ingilby had at least one yellow retriever at Ripley Castle.
The Guisachan Record Book indicated that there were
also dogs at the home of DCM’s father Edward at
Greenlands, Henley on Thames (although the specific
breed is not mentioned). Duns Castle was another home
recorded in the Guisachan Record Book as having dogs.
This property was leased by DCM’s son Edward from
around 1876 to 1884 as he helped champion the cause
of the Liberal Party in Berwickshire. It was believed the
2nd Lord Tweedmouth took a number of the dogs from
Guisachan to Hutton Castle (or Hutton Hall ) after the
estate was sold in 1908. Hutton is situated 6 miles to
the west of Berwick Upon Tweed.
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instrumental in obtaining evidence about the true
development of the Golden Retriever and it was in
the 1950s that Lady Pentland made her grandfather’s
Guisachan Record Book available to the Breed’s famous
historian Elma Stonex. Giles was very well respected
and, in fact, it was he who wrote the famous article in
Country Life in 1952 which was to change a recorded
history of a circus dog origin to the alternative story
described above. Later Lady Pentland most generously
bequeathed the famous book to the Kennel Club in
London where it is now housed and can be viewed by
the public. The Guisachan Record Book makes mention
of DCM’s cousin David Robertson MP who lived at
Ladykirk, a little town on the borders. Robertson was
also instrumental in the development of the Breed as,
as previously mentioned, he gave Belle and two others
of her kind, the now extinct Tweed Water Spaniel
(TWS), to DCM for his breeding programme. (Please
refer to Mrs Stonex, Mrs Foss and Ms Schlehr’s books
on the Breed for documented history of the TWS).
Robertson’s daughter Alicia married Lord Ingilby of
Ripley Castle. Henry, Lord Ingilby, was clerk of Holy
Orders having gained an MA at Magdalen College
Oxford. In the hallway of Ripley is a very large painting
of Alicia’s husband by Robert Frain with what appears
to be a dog very similar to that of the early Golden
Retrievers. This picture was painted in 1872, four years
after the famous first mating. Lord and Lady Ingilby
had two children who, whilst very young, both tragically
died of meningitis. Also in the foyer of the castle is a
full length portrait of a very sad Lady Alicia Ingilby. The
history of Ripley Castle includes the tale of the ghost of
a woman who often appears to watch over the young
children of the relatives of the Ingilby’s who come to
stay at the Castle. It is believed to be that of Alicia who

M
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Duns Castle leased out to 2nd Lord Tweedmouth.
Photo courtesy of Mr Alexander Hay.

Summary of DCM’s breeding programme
as recorded in the Guisachan Record Book
1865-1889
•

Sultan (1867) (by Moscow out of a Tweedside
Water Spaniel) and Alma (by Garry (by Paddy
(bought at Brighton in 1854) out of Gyp (bred at
Guisachan in 1850 by Col out of Steam) were both
whelped at the Hall, Bushey.

•

Nous(1864), the only yellow pup in a litter of black
retrievers was purchased in Brighton in 1865.

•

David Robertson gave DCM now extinct Tweed
Water Spaniel named Belle

•

Belle was mated to Nous and a litter of at least
three puppies were produced named Primrose,
and Cowslip and a dog named Crocus. Crocus was
given to son Edward. At a later date another litter
was born and two of the pups were named Chum
and Ada. Ada became the foundation bitch for the
5th Lord Ilchester.

•

Cowslip was mated at least twice, once to Edward’s
Red Setter Sampson, producing Jack and once to
another of David Robertson’s Tweed Water Spaniels
appropriately named Tweed, this produced Topsy.
59
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•

Topsy was mated to Sir Henry Meux’s presumed
black flat or wavy coated retriever to produce Zoe.

•

Zoe was then mated to Jack to produce Nous II
and Gill and Sol.

•

Gill was mated to a black flat coated retriever named
Tracer (a brother to well known Ch Moonstone)
to produce Queenie, one of a litter of 10 black
puppies.

Queenie was mated to her mother’s brother to
produce yellow pups Prim and Rose in 1889, the
last two puppies recorded in DCMs Record Book.

•

Archie’s Yellow Retriever Sol was born in 1881.
He went across with Archie to Canada where he
later died. Sol was from Lord Ilchester’s dog
Sweep (of Nous blood) out of Zoe.

YEAR

SIRE AND DAM

OFFSPRING

1868

Nous to Belle

Cowslip, Primrose, Crocus/Ada

1873

Tweed to Cowslip

Topsy

1875

THE % OF BREEDS FOUND BEHIND PRIM AND ROSE
INCLUDE:

et

•

35%

Sampson to Cowslip Jack

Tweed Water Spaniel – Belle (15%) Tweed (10%)

25%

1877

Sambo to Topsy

Zoe

Red Setter – Sampson

20%

1884

Jack to Zoe

Gill, Nous

Yellow Retriever – Nous

15%

1887

Gill to Tracer

Queenie

Labrador

5%

1889

Nous to Queenie

Prim and Rose

Total

or

ph

Black Flat /Wavy coated Retriever

100%

Pedigree of the last recorded litter in DCM’s Stud Book whelped 1889.
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PEDIGREE OF PRIM AND ROSE
Breed: Golden Retriever

Date of Birth: 1889

Sex: Female

of

Colour: Gold
Bred by: Lord Tweedmouth

Jack (1875)

y

Sampson
(Red Setter, Edward's)

Nous (yellow 1864-1872)
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Cowslip

Nous (1884)
(one of four
yellow puppies)

Belle (TWS)

Sambo
(Sir Henry Meux)

Zoe (1877)

Topsy (1873)

Tracer (Black flat or
wavy full brother to
Ch Zelstone)

Queenie (1887)
(one of 10 black
puppies)

Tweed
(TWS given 1872 from Ladykirk)
Cowslip (1868)

Nous/Belle

Ben (1877)

Ch Zelstone (1880)
Bridget
Dusk (1877)

Think

Ch Wisdom (Late Jenny) black 1875
Sampson (Red Setter Edward's)
Jack (1875)
Cowslip (1868)

Nous/Belle

Gill (1884)
Sambo
Zoe (1877)
Topsy (1873)

Tweed/Cowslip

“We must take care of the beautiful because the useful takes care of itself.”
DCM’s Scrapbook - Inverness Museum Scotland
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Timeline 1763 - 1889
Sir John Marjoribanks is born (father of Charles
and David and brother of Edward of Greenlands
(DCMs father)).

1839

(circa) Landseer completes “The Return from
Hawking” depicting a retriever type dog and
spaniels, a copy of which once hung at Guisachan.

1769

Captain Cook claims part of New Zealand in the
name of King George III.

1840

HM Queen Victoria marries Prince Albert.

1840

Treaty of Waitangi is signed in New Zealand.

1770

Captain Cook discovers NSW Australia.

1840

The bicycle is invented in Scotland.

1776

Edward of Greenlands is born (Father to DCM and
Edward and brother of Sir John Marjoribanks).

1842

Viscount Ridley husband of Mary Marjoribanks
is born.

1788

Sydney NSW is founded.

1842

1794

Charles Marjoribanks is born (son of Sir John and
brother of David MP for Berwickshire).

Lord Tweedmouth introduces Retrievers to
his kennels (circa).

1843

Charles Dickens publishes A Christmas Carol.

1847

Sir Henry Fox Strangways, 5th Lord Ilchester
5th and owner of Ada, founder of the
Melbury Golden Retrievers is born.
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1763

David Robertson is born (brother of Charles and son
of Sir John) gave TWS Belle to DCM.

1803

Matthew Flinders circumnavigates Australia.

1803

John Charles Fox Strangways, husband of Amelia
Marjoribanks and brother in law of DCM is born.

1805

The Battle of Trafalgar occurs.

1806

The first European women arrive in New Zealand.

1812

2 Russians are recorded in the Dog Infantry at
Southill, home of friends of the Marjoribanks family.

1849

Georgiana Lautour dies (DCM’s mother).

1813

Jane Austin publishes Pride and Prejudice.

1849

1814

Edward Marjoribanks, brother to DCM is born.

Edward Marjoribanks, son of DCM is born (Later
2nd Lord Tweedsmouth).

Amelia Barbara Marjoribanks wife of the
4th Lord Ilchester and sister to DCM is born.

1850

1815

Mary Georgiana Marjoribanks eldest daughter of
DCM is born (Mary appears in the famous painting
with Cowslip by Gourlay Steele 1871 and marries
Lord Ridley).

or

1797

1848

Karl Marx publishes The Communist Manifesto.

1848

DCM marries the daughter of the Speaker of the
House of Commons, Isabella Weir Hogg.
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Lord Aberdeen, husband of DCM’s daughter
Ishbel, is born.

M

1847

1820

Sir Dudley Coutts Marjoribanks is born.

1824

The RSPCA is founded.

1851

The Great Exhibition is held in London.

1826

Sir Henry Day Ingilby of Ripley Castle is born (son in
law of David Robertson of Ladykirk).

1851

A young ghillie and his dogs is painted. In the
painting appears a cream coloured retriever.

1829

Alicia Ingilby (nee Robertson) is born (daughter of
David Robertson and mother of two children who
died in infancy).

1851

Herman Melville publishes Moby Dick.

1852

Stewart Marjoribanks, Ishbel’s favorite brother
is born.

1853

Danish artist Niels Aagaard Lytzen (1826 to 1890)
paints A Golden Retriever on a Path,
Wooded Landscape.

1833

Sir John Marjoribanks dies (father of Charles and
David).

1833

Charles Marjoribanks dies (brother of David who
later takes over as MP for Berwickshire).

1854

The Eureka Stockade occurs in Australia.

1834

The Houses of Parliament burn down.

1854

DCM leases Guisachan.

1834

Britain abolishes slavery.

1854

1835

Samuel Morse develops telegraph in USA.

1835

DCM begins his Record Book.

Brigadier-General Fox Strangways, cousin to
Amelia Marjoribanks husband commands the Royal
Artillery in the Batlle of the Alma in Crimean War.

1837

Colonel Le Poer Trench is born.

1854

1838

HM Queen Victoria is crowned.

Brigadier General Fox Stangways is killed in the
Crimean War wearing the medal he received from
the Emperor of Russia.
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1856

The Crimean War ends.

1856

DCM buys Guisachan.

1857

Ishbel Marjoribanks, daughter of DCM, later Lady
Aberdeen, is born.

1858

William Cooke tours the UK with Astley’s Circus.

1858

(According to early literature on the Breed history)
DCM buys Russian Circus Dogs in Brighton.

1859

Big Ben’s first strike occurs.

1859

Darwin’s “On the origin of Species” is published.

1859

John Charles Fox Strangways,
Amelia Marjoribank’s husband dies.

1859

First Dog Show in the UK organised by grandfather
of Golden Retriever breeder Miss Pape
(Abbotsford).
DCM and his father purchase 2 family vaults at
Kensel Green Cemetry.

1860

DCM’s son Coutts Marjoribanks is born.

1861

Prince Albert dies.

1861

The American Civil War begins.

1861

DCM’s son Archibald Marjoirbanks, owner of
Sol and Lady is born.

1861

An ad is published for William Cooke’s educated
dogs and monkeys.
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1862

A lemon retriever belonging to Hon James Milne
Wilson (son of prominent ship owners in Banff
near Guisachan) is entered at the first Dog Show in
Tasmania, Australia.

1863

The London Underground is opened.

1863

Lord Harcourt is born. Sadly his mother dies in
childbirth.

1863

Mary Alicia Ingilby was born at St. James’s Palace,
London and died in 1872 at Ladykirk of meningitis.

1863

Belle Tweed Water Spaniel bred by David
Robertson is born.

1864

Nous is born at Stanmer Lord Chichesters home in
Brighton.

1864

Stewart Marjoribanks dies at school of scarlet
fever aged 12.

1864

The first retriever is shown at Birmingham

1865

Abraham Lincoln is assassinated in the USA

1865

American Civil War ends

1865

Nous is purchased by DCM in Brighton.

62

4th Earl of Ilchester dies without issue and
bequeaths 1000 pounds to Oxford for research into
Slavonic history. From this the Ilchester lectures
are named eventually leading to Russian being a
subject in 1904.

1865

5th Earl of Ilchester’s Henry (founder of the
Melbury line) nephew of the 4th Earl takes over as
the 5th Earl of Ilchester.

1866

Gregor Mendel proposes the Laws of Inheritance.

1867

DCMs son Edward recorded as owner of Sultan Vol
1 KCSB wh. 1867 by Moscow out of a Tweedside
Spaniel.

1867

The first Retriever Trials are held at Stafford

1867

Alma whelped at Bushey in May 1867 by Paddy out
of Gyp. She was sent to Aultleath in November.

1868

Edward of Greenlands, DCMs father, dies.

1868

Greenlands is sold by Edward Marjoribanks.

1868

Keepers say Nous arrived at Guisachan but
according to DCMs Stud book Nous was already at
Guisachan.

1868

of

1859

1865

et

The first Retriever purchased from Brighton
appears in DCMs Stud Book.

DCMs Brother Edward builds a new Bushey Hall.

ph

1854

1865

or

WIlliam Cooke famous proprietor of Astley’s Circus
stages The Battle of the Alma with more than
400 horses and props.

M

1854

A retriever named Sancho appears at Guisachan
and is recorded in the Guisachan Record Book
(Stud Book).

1868

First famous Litter is born to Nous and Belle.
Puppies are named Crocus, Primrose and Cowslip.

1869

Suez Canal opens.

1869

Leo Tolstoy publishes War and Peace.

1869

Sultan (1867) was shown as a Russian Retriever
about 1869. Sultan belonged to Edward By Moscow
out of a Tweedside Spaniel.

1869

Henry Haggerston Ingilby is born Henry died in 1873
at Ripley aged 4 years of meningitis.

1869

Alma has a litter by Garry by Paddy (bought at
Brighton in 1854) out of Gyp bred at Guisachan in
1859 by Col out of Steam).

1870

Charles Dickens dies.

1870

The Red Cross is formed.

1870

A lease of Kerrow House was taken out from The
Chisholms for 21 years from Dec 1870. The rent was
for 750 pounds and was afterwards to be dropped
to 650 pounds.

1870

Lord Tweedmouth sub leased estates Affaric and
Aultleath from 10th Dec 1863 to 10th December for
500 pounds per annum. Some of the Retrievers are
sent to Aultleath.

1871

Ada and Chum are born by Nous out of Belle.
Ada was given by DCM to start the Ilchester line.
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Guisachan was leased to Lord Ilchester for the
season 3 months at 1850 pounds and Affaric to
Lord Grosvenor at 500 pounds from 12th September.

1880

Lady Pentland, the grandaughter of DCM who
bequeaths the Guisachan Record Book to the
Kennel Club, is born.

1871

Rt Hon Lord Augustus William Frederick Spencer
Loftus (1817-1904) becomes Ambassador to Russia.

1880

1872

Ada was born in this year as recorded on her
gravestone.

Gourlay Steele paints DCMs Angus Aberdeen
cattle. There are 2 Goldens in the bottom LH corner.
This painting is now housed at the Royal Highland
and Agricutural Society of Scotland Museum.

1872

Nous fails to appear in the Guisacahan Record
Book.

1881

Archie’s Sol is born at Guisachan.

1881

Dudley Coutts Marjoribanks becomes 1st Lord
Tweedmouth and Archie takes Sol to the USA and
Canada.

1883

Colonel Le Poer Trench obtains Sandy( St Huberts)
his first Russian Retriever from 5th Earl of Ilchester.

1883

Artist Mr C Dowding paints Col Le Poer Trench’s
Sandy.

1884

World accepts Greenwich mean time.

1884

American Kennel Club begins.

1886

Earl of Dalkeith dies aged 25 in a deer stalking
accident 40 miles from Tomich. The Earl obtained
his Golden “Sam” from the Earl of Ilchester.

1873

David Robertson breeder of Belle dies from an
accident at Ladykirk a week after being made
Baron Marjoribanks.

1873

Viscount Ridley marries Mary Marjoribanks

1873

Edward Marjoribanks marries Fanny Spencer
Churchill aunt of Winston Churchill

1873

The Kennel Club (UK)begins

1874

Ishbel Marjoribanks commences teaching
Sunday School at Tomich.

1874

Sir Winston Churchill is born.

1874

Dudley Churchill Marjoribanks, cousin to
Sir Winston Churchill, is born (3rd Lord
Tweedmouth).

1874

The 5th Earl of Ilchester becomes captain of the
Corp of Gentlemen at Arms.

1874

Giles Strangways 6th Earl of Ilchester is born.

1875

Edward DCMs son takes a lease of Duns Castle as
he campaigns for the Berwick Upon Tweed Liberal
party . From the Stud Book some Retrievers are
known to be here.

1887

The Duke of York, later King George V, visits
Guisachan and presents keeper Duncan McLennan
with a watch in appreciation.

1887

Artist Wright Baker paints Col Le Poer Trenchs’
dogs, Czar, Prince and Peter which appear large
and heavy.

1888

Jack the Ripper claims his last victim.

1888

Lord Tweedmouth gives Lord Portsmouth his first
yellow Retriever named Flax.

1889

The Eiffel Tower is offically opened.

1889

Last litter producing Prim and Rose appears in the
Stud Book.
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The Hon H Graves paints Ada with Henry Edward
5th Earl of Ilchester.

1876

Alexander Graham Bell makes the first telephone
call.

1877

The first Wimbledon Tournament occurs.

1877

DCMs daughter Ishbel Marjoribanks marries
Lord Aberdeen.

1877

Mr F Wilson enters a Russian dog which was
presented to Lady Loftus by the Emporer of Russia.

1877

Westminster Dog Show (USA) begins

1879

Gilbert and Sullivan release The Pirates of
Penzance.

1879

Brother Edward Marjoribanks from Bushey Hall
dies in financial difficulty.

1879

Bushey Hall the family home of Brother Edward is
sold.

1880

The 2nd Lord Tweedmouth is elevated to MP for
Berwickshire.

Statue of Liberty is erected in the USA.

M

1886

1875

ph

Prominent Gundog man Mr Shorthose exhibits
a Russian Retriever.

or

1873

et

1871

Victorian Table Manners
The knife should be held with the handle in your palm and your
fork in the other hand with the prongs pointing downwards. Food
is to be cut one piece at a time. When eating soup, you should
hold your spoon in your right hand and tip the bowl away from
you, scooping the soup in movements away from you . Soup spoon
should never be put into the mouth, and soup should be sipped
from the side of the spoon not the end. Use the cutlery from the
outside in. Drinks are to be to the right of the plate and the
bread plate to the left. Break off a piece of the bread roll before
buttering. Use knife only to butter the bread, not to cut it.Don’t
start eating before the host does or instructs guests to do so. The
napkin should never be crumpled or placed neatly – leave loosely
on table to the left of the plate. Dishes are served from the left
and taken away from the right. Drinks should be served from
the right. Salt and Pepper shakers should be passed together. Do
not put elbows on the table.For white wine, glasses are held by the
stem. For red wine the cup of the glass is held.
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1890 to 1908
Around the World during the Opaque Period
During the period which Golden Retriever enthusiasts refer to as the ‘Opaque Period’, women wore high necks, long
sleeves, long skits, high button shoes and big hats. Blouses were very detailed and were often decorated with lace.
Underwear was very restricting. Swim suits were very modest. Favourite children’s games included marbles, building
blocks, pick-up sticks, ball games and hopscotch. Dolls were extremely popular with little girls and rocking horses were
loved by all young children. Adults enjoyed games such as dominos, chess, draughts and card games.

ph

et

in order to increase the gene pool that had diminished
with inbreeding. It was also to improve the tracking
qualities. Over time this piece of paper became lost.

M

or

In 1888 Lord Tweedmouth sent a present of a yellow
Retriever to The Earl of Portsmouth. The literature
indicates that this was to be the start of his kennel.
A Record Book entitled Yellow Dogs is now lodged
at the Hampshire Archives and notes the names of his
yellow dogs together with the matings which were
carried out and the number of stock each year from
the years 1888 up to and including 1925. The highest
number the Earl had in any one year was fourteen
in 1903. The first named yellow retriever Flax, was
given by DCM ,was mated three times, firstly to the
Earl’s dog Tiger in 1892. This mating produced
two puppies Smut and Jet. Neither of these had any
influence in his breeding plans. Flax’s second mating
was to Captain Best’s dog in 1894. This produced three
puppies, Fop, Floss and Fan. Flax’s final litter was by
Lord Tweedmouth’s dog in 1897. The puppies from
this litter were named Rob and Nell. In 1899 Floss was
mated to Rob and their five puppies were named Flick,
Fun, Fuss, Gwen and Saxon. Fun was subsequently
given away to a “M. Collins”. In 1901 Nell was mated
to Lady Marjoribank’s dog producing Nep, another Fun
and another Flax plus three others, two were given away
to Lord Tweedmouth and one to Lady Marjoribanks.
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This above period starts at the end of Lord
Tweedmouth’s Record Book and concludes with the
first time Golden Retrievers were entered in the show
ring. These years were obviously a sad time for the
Marjoribanks family with the loss of Lord Tweedmouth,
Fanny Spencer Churchill Marjoribanks (wife of Edward
2nd Lord Tweedmouth), Archie Marjoribanks (DCM’s
youngest son), Viscount Ridley (Mary’s husband) and
Henry Fox Strangways 5th Earl of Ilchester, Edward’s
cousin and DCM who died 4 years after the Guisachan
Record Book ended. No Marjoribanks records have
been found from the time the 2nd Lord Tweedmouth
took over the estate until 1908 when Lord Harcourt
first entered his yellow Retrievers at Crufts. This is the
reason why the period is known by Golden Retriever
enthusiasts as the “Opaque Period”. It is the aim of
a number of Breed historians to try to provide an
unbroken link from the original dogs “Nous” and
“Belle” to the Golden Retrievers of today. As mentioned
previously, the late great Mrs Stonex (Dorcas) worked
tirelessly for more than a decade, researching the history
of the Breed, and after leaving no stone unturned, was
able to confirm, with the invaluable assistance of Lord
Ilchester and Lady Pentland, (who was in possession of
Lord Tweedmouth’s Guisachan Record Book), that the
origin of the Breed lay in the Scottish highlands and not
in the Caucasus, as was originally recorded.
Archie Marjoribank’s yellow retriever, Lady, was
born around 1892 either in Canada or the UK. She
left Canada with Archie and returned to the UK and
produced Luna. From photographs taken just after the
turn of the century, it can be seen that Conon, Ginger
and Comet were present at Guisachan.
Around 1903 Col Le Poer Trench obtained a dog from
a ghillie in the Highlands. This dog was thought to be
from the Guisachan strain. The Colonel named him
St Huberts Rock.
The Earl of Portsmouth took over the Guisachan Estate
around 1905.
The 6th Earl of Ilchester observed on a piece of paper
that around 1900, after the birth of Prim and Rose,
an outcross of a bloodhound was used at Guisachan
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Lord Portsmouth’s book page
of 1888. Photo courtesy of
Hampshire Archives.

Cover of Lord Portsmouth’s book
of Yellow Dogs. Photo courtesy of
Hampshire Archives.
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Luna must have also gone to Lord Harcourt as a
mature bitch. She died of Dropsy in whelp in 1906.
She had at least three litters to three different dogs Ben
(Bramham), Ginger and Conan, probably in the care of
Lord Tweedmouth’s keeper at Kerrow House. Conan
and Ginger were at Guisachan; a picture exists of these
two dogs with a stalker and another dog named Comet,
a copy of which can be found in Mrs Foss’s second
book of Golden Retriever Champions.
The literature indicates that Mrs Stonex saw a picture
of Luna at some time and noticed she appeared to be
a rather smooth coated bitch with a certain amount of
white.
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It was most fortunate that during Mrs Stonex’s research
years a letter was found amongst Lady Pentland’s
papers. The letter was written in 1946 by keeper John
Mclennan. This letter stated that Lord Harcourt, the
first person to enter Golden Retrievers in the ring,
obtained his first two puppies from him when he was
living at Kerrow House. The letter documented that the
two puppies were from a bitch whose dam was Lady, a
well known bitch belonging to Lady Pentland’s uncle

It was not until Mr and Mrs Weeks (Beldonburn)
wonderful discovery of the Culham pedigrees
(the pedigrees of Lord Harcourt’s dogs) in the Bodleian
library in 1995 that the puzzle linking the Guisachan
dogs and the registered dogs comes tantalizingly close
to completion.

ph

In 1903 the 2nd Lord Tweedmouth gave a 7 month old
bitch to the Earl of Portsmouth. Her name was Lute
by Mr Robson’s dog Ben from Bramham, Yorkshire
out of Lord Tweedmouth’s bitch Cymbal who was by
Brass out of Toy. It is interesting to note that Ben was
also the grandsire of Ingestre Tyne behind so many of,
if not all, modern Golden Retrievers. Also in 1903 Fuss
was put to Fop and six pups resulted. Lord Portsmouth
kept Belle, Brag and Joe and gave one to Lord Harcourt
and two to the 2nd Lord Tweedmouth. Rob was also
put to Floss in that year and Fly, Bounce and Jim were
produced. In 1904 Fuss was mated to Fop and Nance,
Phil and another Fly were born. Lute was mated to
Flick in 1905 producing Fun and Fop. Fop was sent up
to Guisachan. Another pup was given to the 2nd Lord
Tweedmouth. Max was the result when Lute was put to
Joe in 1909. It is also of interest to see that in 1915 Col
Le Poer Trench gave The Earl of Portsmouth a Russian
Retriever whelped in 1914 named Meg.

Archie Marjoribanks. Photographs still exist of Archie
and Lady together. The rough pedigree of Sol can be
found in DCM’s Guisachan Record Book (recorded
by Lord Ilchester’s as Sweep (of Nous blood) out of
Zoe) and whilst historians are yet to find a connection
between Sol and Lady it is certainly plausible to believe
they are related in some way.

or

In the same year Floss was mated to Lady Marjoribank’s
dog and produced Rock.

M
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Receipt from DCM to Lord Portsmouth for sales of ponies and dogs at
Guisachan. Photo courtesy of Hampshire Archives.

List of ponies and dogs sold to Lord Portsmouth. Photo courtesy of
Hampshire Archives.
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PEDIGREE OF KLIP, YELLOW NELL, BEENA, INGESTRE DRED, INGESTRE LUNA, SUNFLOWER (UNREG)
Breed: Golden Retriever
Sex: Female
Colour: Gold
Bred by: Donald MacDonald
Stom
Hail
Source
Sailor
Beaver
Bessie
Vic
Ingestre Scamp

et

Saffron
Bruce

Nell (unreg) Dam of Bruce
Duchess
Ruby

ph

Sandy
Trace (Harrington’s)

Mount (Lady Majoribaks)
Rock (Lord Tweedmouth)

or

Corra (D MacDonald)
Wavertree Sam

Braes (Tweedmouth)

Jubilee (1897)

unknown

Ingestre Tyne

unknown

M

Ben (Branham Yorkshire)

unknown

Faithful Corrie<Corrie II

Saxon (Guisachan)
Sulphur (Guisachan)
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Luna

Lord Portmouth’s Goldens courtesy Hampshire Archives (about 1900).
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Letter to Lord Portsmouth from Mr King dated 1912. Photo courtesy of Hampshire Archives.

Letter dated 1903 2nd Lord Tweedmouth to Lord Portmouth. Photo courtesy of Hampshire Archives.

“I have always felt very strongly that when they came south to England
somebody thought he would improve them with the addition of an Irish Setter.
Hence the deepening of colour, and a tendency
from time to time to revert to amiable pets.”
Lord Portsmouth (ref Mrs Foss 5th Golden Retriever Book of Champions)
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Timeline 1890 - 1907
1890

A sandy coloured Bloodhound is used on some of
the Yellow Retriever bitches at Guisachan.

1891

Lord Aberdeen and Ishbel buy ‘Guisachan’ ranch in
USA.
Crufts begins.

1892

Lady is born (either in Canada or is taken to Canada
with Archie Marjoribanks).

1893

Women are granted the vote in New Zealand.

1893

Lumiere brothers invent cinematograph.

1893

Archie sells Rocking Chair ranch in North America.

1894

Sir William Harcourt, father of Lewis (Culham)
of Nuneham House introduces death duties into
Britain, levied at 8% on estates over one million
pounds.

1895

Lady returns from Canada with Archie.

1896

Luna, daughter of Lady, is born.

1897

The Duke and Duchess of York are guests at
Guisachan.

1897

A dog was procured by Col Le Poer Trench from a
ghillie in Scotland, (probably from the Guisachan
strain). His name was St Huberts Rock. The Colonel
purchased St Huberts May and produced 27
puppies.

1903

2nd Lord Tweedmouth sends a letter describing the
details of a bitch puppy which was being sent to
Lord Portsmouth named Lute by Ben (Bramham)
out of his bitch Cymbal (by Brass out of Toy).

1903

Dogs living at Guisachan included Comet, Ginger
and Conan.

1904

Fanny Spencer Churchill Marjoribanks, wife of
2nd Lord Tweedmouth dies leaving Edward deeply
depressed.

1904

“Don of Gerwyn”, a liver-coated son of Lord
Tweedmouth’s Lucifer, wins the International
Gundog League.

1904

Viscount Ridley (husband of Mary Marjoribanks)
dies.

M

Lord Tweedmouth dies.

1903

of

1894

Lord Portsmouth gives Rock to Sir Edwin Bradford
whose son was with the Seaworth Highlanders of
Scottish Highlands. Rock was by Lady Marjoribanks
dog out of Lord Portsmouth’s Floss.

or

1891

1903

Lord Portsmouth gives a puppy out of Flax by DCM’s
dog to the Duchess of Devonshire.
Winston Churchill visits Guisachan.

1899

Sigmund Freud publishes the ‘Interpretation of
Dreams’.
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1898

1900

Archie Marjoribanks dies after a long illness.

1900

Winifred Maud Fleming marries John Stobart
Charlesworth but it is reported the marriage lasts
only one week.

1900

Mr C S Robson, owner of Ben (Bramham Yorkshire)
who is grandfather of Ingestre Tyne and father
of Lute given to Lord Portsmouth in 1903) buys
Maften Hall, located near Hadrian’s Wall in
Northumberland.

1901

The discovery of the Principle Blood Groups is
made.

1902

The Tale of Peter Rabbit by Beatrix Potter is
released.

et

Lord Tweedmouth’s Guisachan Record Book ends.

ph

1890

1904

Lord Harcourt obtains the first two pups from a
bitch whose mother was Archie Marjoribanks
Yellow Retriever from Canada, Lady.

1905

Einstein presents his Special Theory of Relativity.

1905

Henry Fox Strangways 5th Lord Ilchester dies.

1905

Lord Portsmouth buys Guisachan and purchases
two yellow dogs Brass and Trixie (Harcourt obtains
some of his early stock from the estate).

1906

Maud Earl paints “Visiting the Coops, an Ilchester
Retriever.”

1906

Mrs Charlsworth’s foundation bitch, Normanby
Beauty is born in the UK.

1906

Lord Harcourt gives Copper whelped 1906 to
Viscount Ridley, son of Mary (Ridley) Marjoribanks.
(recorded on Culham pedigrees).

1907

Lord Portsmouth receives a dog named Bronze
from Lord Harcourt.

“The real measure of wealth is how much you’d be worth
if you lost all your money.”
Anonymous
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